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Conclusion

Regulation of fibre varies geographically 
If there is competing copper

Cable and FWA are not sufficient to affect regulation, 
even though they can be faster than copper 

Could be due to vertical integration

How long will this last?
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New Zealand Broadband Networks
Fibre in New Zealand – “Ultra Fast Broadband”

• Partially funded public-private partnership programme to build a 
national fibre network

• UFB partners chosen under a tendering process by geographic 
area

UFB Programme

• Four local fibre companies (LFCs) won the right to build the fibre 
network in different geographic areas 

• Networks are wholesale only and open access

Networks

• Wholesale price cap is set in initial contract
• Contractual price caps transitioning to a new regulatory regime in 

2022
• Depending on network either information disclosure or price-quality 

regulation (revenue cap with price-controlled anchor product)

Economic Regulation

• Initial goal 75% of the population
• In 2017 UFB expanded to include additional areas and a new 

coverage goal of 87% by end of 2022
• As of 2021 actual coverage of 84%
• Current fibre take-up is 64%

Coverage
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Fixed Wireless Cable - Christchurch Cable - Wellington

New Zealand Broadband Networks
Overview of fixed wireless and cable coverage

Source: broadbandmap.nz
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New Zealand Broadband Networks
Technology speed comparison

Source: NZ Telecommunications Forum (accessed July 2020)
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New Zealand Broadband Networks
Network overview

Fibre Copper Fixed Wireless Cable

Coverage 84% of population 98% of population 97% of population
4G coverage approx. 
• actual fixed wireless 

offerings may differ

Wellington and 
Christchurch

Ownership Chorus and LFCs Chorus MNOs
• vertically integrated

Vodafone
• vertically integrated

Access Open access Open access Not open access Not open access

Prices Geographically 
averaged 
• for each fibre 

company

Geographically 
averaged
• nationally

Geographically 
averaged
• for each provider
• excl. rural broadband 

areas 

Geographically 
averaged 
• across Wellington and 

Christchurch
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Economic Framework of Regulation
Monopoly - suppose there is one (near) national (purely wholesale) 
fibre network

Benefits of regulation

Elimination (reduction) of monopoly 
rents and allocative inefficiency

Broader dynamic efficiency for the 
economy as more people can access 

broadband

Pressure to reduce costs (productive 
efficiency)

Costs of regulation

Direct costs (e.g. costs of regulator, 
costs of regulatory staff of the network)

(Potentially) less incentive for a rival 
technology to enter

(Potentially) deterred investment by 
regulated firm if regulation is too tight

If natural monopoly, generally consider regulation benefits > costs
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New Zealand regulatory position
Residential UFB pricing compared to price caps (download speed) 

Source: Crown Infrastructure Partners, Enable, Chorus, Northpower, Ultrafast Fibre
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Conclusion

Regulation of fibre varies geographically 
If there is competing copper

Cable and FWA are not sufficient to affect regulation, 
even though they can be faster than copper 

Could be due to vertical integration

How long will this last?
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Regulators define markets to frame competitive conditions to 
identify where and how to regulate the exercise of market  
power.
Policy makers use a geographic lense to determine where 
subsidies are needed or incentives are to be applied.

´

With the creation of the National Broadband Network (NBN) these 
two mechanisms have been intertwined.
NBN was established as a national wholesaler of broadband:

1)To bridge the digital divide: ensuring that all Australians have 
access to high speed broadband that fosters productivityand  
delivers economic and social benefits for all Australians; and

(2) To institute market reform and establish a more 
competitive market for retail broadband and telephony
services. 1

WHY APPLY A  
GEOGRAPHIC

LENSE?





COVID INFRASTRUCTURE STIMULUS
Increased government spending on regional infrastructure

DIGITAL INCLUSION
According to the Government’s Digital Economy Strategy 2030, 
“Australia’s prosperity relies on inclusion. This means all 
Australians being able to afford, access and benefit from digital 
technology, tailored to their needs.”

DEVELOPING NEW INDUSTRIES AND NEW JOBS
We are entering a period of high demand for skilled workers
with more reliance on remote working and demand for “digital
clusters” or regional concentrations of very high bandwidth
infrastructure that can support new developments in
agriculture, manufacturing and even the creative industries.

We need a geographic lense to identify those needs, and to plan, 
measure and track the impact of public investment designed to 
close that gap.

Goingforward,  
nationalpolicy  
priorities demand  
regionalsolutions:
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Letus choosefivebands totest the levelof  
competitionandcompetitiveentry:
Band One: Australian Capital Cities
Band Two: Peri urban settlements that have grown up 
around capital cities in search of affordable housing but 
where transport and social infrastructure is still catching  
up.
Band Three: Regional Towns with populations of  
between20,000 and 40,000.
Band Four: Regional Towns with populations up to  
20,000.
Band Five: Populations outside towns

WHAT  
HAPPENS 
WHEN WE  

APPLY A  
GEOGRAPHIC

LENSE?
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In Bands One to Three, while NBN is the dominant  
provider of FB access, there has been some direct fibre 
competition from a number of larger scale players, 
such as Telstra, TPG and Uniti. Indirect competition 
seems to be largely coming from wireless access: from 
relative startups like Gigacomm, through to Optus and 
Telstra fixed wireless, with 5Gcoverage in these towns.

In Bands 4 and 5, we are not generally talking about  
fixed broadband as the upstream solution. Here the 
range of upstream alternatives to NBN’s geostationary 
satellite is expanding: noteably from LEOs like Starlink, 
or the local equivalent, Myriota; or from smaller scale 
regional players offering solutions tailored to the needs 
of a regional community.

WHAT  
HAPPENS 
WHEN WE  

APPLY A  
GEOGRAPHIC

LENSE?
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Unpackingdemandin  
bands FourandFive :  
Economic requirements  
varyfromregiontoregion.
A wheatbelt will require different  
capability to an intensive  
horticulture area.

Source : AgritechExpert WorkingGroup(forAustralian 
Broadband Advisory Council) in collaboration with 
ConnectedFarms .
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Matching supply to  
demand:National 
networks aren’t  
necessarily the right fit  
for these non premises  
based applications.
Source : AgritechExpertWorkingGroup (for 
AustralianBroadbandAdvisoryCouncil)
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Wireless access  
providers inthese  
regions shouldbenefit  
fromthesignificant  
investment infibre  
exchangecapacitybeing  
unleashedat this time, to  
supplyfibrebackhaul.

NewPrivateSectorFibreNetworks

Source: https://hyper.one 8



Although it is too early to assess, deployments of 
private 5Gnetworks for farming communities or 
the establishment of Open RAN 5G, could be  
transformative in regional communities if they 
could be commerciallyproven in.

Not only the MNOs but other well capitalised 
infrastructure providers or consortia (eg  
Vocus/MIG; Infraco; BAI Communications) could 
choose to localise their points of competitive entry 
and “pick off” underserved but attractive regions in 
Bands Three and Four with the relevant upstream  
requirements.

Potential for  
competitiveentryin  
areas assumedtobe  
unattractive
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REGULATORY IMPLICATIONS

The emergence of competitors using alternative technologies at much lower cost 
especially in Bands 4 and 5, challenges not only who is regulated (national suppliers 
like NBN and mobile carriers)but what is regulated

Suppliers operate nationally, notably NBN and the mobile carriers; regional 
communities have shown a willingness to acquire locally to better meet their 
requirements andare creating a heterogeneous market of alt nets for data access, 
whoneed to be plugged into fibre backhaul.

Software defined networks (SDN) enable a much more diverse network architecture
where different technologies, including those operated by different carriage service
providers or carriers, can be seamlessly integrated.

We have tended to conceive of interconnection as localised points at which large
scale, standalone national networks connect with each other. This maynot be the
wayof the future.
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